The Center of Excellence for Software, Systems and
Logistics Engineering Resources

Epoch Software Systems, Inc.
Born within the heart of “Silicon Valley” in 1984, Epoch Software
Systems, Inc. is a small minority woman-owned business with
offices in California, Florida, and Georgia. We provide our clients,
both Defense and Commercial, a high level of expertise in solving
very challenging Software and Systems Engineering problems
utilizing the latest in technology and the highest level of engineering
expertise.

Defense Engineering Services
Over the last 18 years, Epoch has been supporting the U.S.
Military and the Department of Defense in the areas of Electronic
Warfare (EW), Image Intelligence (IMINT), and Signal Intelligence
(SIGINT) on a multitude of computer systems and intelligence
gathering platforms.
These ground, air, water, and space-based systems have been
invaluable in the support of our military and ultimately in the
defense of our Country. Some of the high profile systems Epoch
has supported over the years include:
© Guardrail Common Sensor
© Contingent Airborne Reconnaissance System
© Bradley Fighting Vehicle
© USAF F-15 Flight Program
© Satellite Control System
© Trackwolfe / Trackfinder

Commercial Engineering Services
Utilizing the precise engineering development techniques gained by
the years within the Defense arena, Epoch has also developed many
different database, web, and business management applications for
our commercial clients. Some of these applications include:
© Legal Case Management
© Resume’ Tracking
© Reservation System
© Client Contact & Management

Software Engineering
With an employee average of over 15 years of experience, Epoch’s
Software Engineers play key roles in the software design and
development process utilizing the latest in Object Oriented Analysis
and Design techniques. Our engineers possess not only the latest
language and tools required for software development, but also
those languages used on legacy systems. A few of those languages,
tools and methodologies are listed below:
© JAVA
© FORTRAN
© Cold Fusion
© X-Windows Motif
© Sybase Tools
© Rational Rose

© C / C++
© Assembly
© Flash
© Visual Basic
© Oracle Tools
© Cadre Teamwork

© Ada
© HTML
© DHTML
© OpenLook
© MS Access
© Clearcase

Systems Engineering
Starting from the initial concept all the way through final system
integration, Epoch’s System Engineers have a broad range of
experience on both large and small projects. Epoch’s state-ofthe-art activity is geared towards sophisticated data gathering
and processing systems. Our Systems Engineers have performed
activities that include proposal support, system analysis, algorithm
development, rapid prototyping, simulation, networking, integration,
and vendor trade-off studies.

Our Commitment
Throughout our years in the business, Epoch has been built on the
reputation of our people. Our Software and Systems Engineers
have maintained a large and diverse skill-set through many years of
engineering support and development for our clients. We employ
only those people who possess the skills to perform not only on
today’s technologies, but also those who have the ability to enhance
those skills to perform in the hi-tech environment of tomorrow.
Epoch’s number one goal is to provide our clients with timely,
affordable solutions supported by our commitment to quality. This
has resulted to complete customer satisfaction which, for almost two
decades, has contributed to our success.

http://www.epochsoftware.com
1-888-USA-EPOCh

FLORIDA OFFICE (CORPORATE)
913 Gulf Breeze Parkway, Suite 21A
Gulf Breeze, Florida 32561-4732
Phone: 850-916-3201
Fax: 850-916-3204

HUNTSVILLE OFFICE
7027 Old Madison Pike, Suite 108
Huntsville, Alabama 35806
Phone: 256-799-0201
Fax: 256-971-2227

